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Chapter 8 Management and Covenants to keep Management honest

Usually, it is not sensible for a credit analyst to look at the financials of a company if he is not 

convinced about the quality of management as managements have an impressive track record 

of running aground sound companies.  It is not a key driver if one were investing in commercial 

paper or other short term liabilities of a firm.  In that case, current financial strength should 

suffice to ensure timely debt servicing.  But, the longer the proposed credit exposure, the 

greater the importance of management virtues and vices.   Creditor friendly management are 

like codfish that lays a thousand eggs without making much noise- unlike the noisy hen that 

cackles after laying a single egg- that too after using aggressive accounting. 

Managements can change, either due to shareholder action or an M&A transaction.  How is the 

lender to ensure continued attention to financial prudence and protection of creditor interests? 

Covenants, to some extent, ensure that management does not indulge in action way out of sync 

with creditor interests.  A credit analyst should be aware that covenants are no substitute for 

continued worrying.  The business might be run aground even while satisfying covenants.  This 

could be done through continuous weakening of the balance sheet (not necessarily through 

procurement of more debt which might be prohibited, but by real deflation of asset values 

thanks to mismanagement, which in turn causes real gearing, not balance sheet revealed 

gearing, to go up).    So, though covenants offer some protection to the creditor by ensuring that 

management sticks to the straight and narrow, they are definitely not a panacea.  One 

advantage of covenants is, theoretically, the moment they are breached, the creditor can recall 

his loan and if the borrower is unable to cough up the cash, the borrower can be restructured. 

This will increase the chances of higher recovery than waiting and seeing the company’s assets 

loose even more value.
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There can be no cut and dry rule on which companies to avoid purely on account of 

management inadequacy.  But there a few common traits of managements which have pushed 

their companies into trouble and which should be pointers to a financial analyst who wants to 

probe deeper before taking a long term credit call.  Or even an equity call. 

Management’s Moral Balance Sheet

Integrity and commitment are key management virtues for creditors.  Management integrity can 

be gleaned from the quality of the company’s accounting.  Other traits of lack of management 

integrity include falling foul of regulators and law enforcement agencies.  Managements 

comfortable with conflict of interest and having shriveled, bonsai moral outlook are also red 

flags.  Creditors should remember that “the law often allows what honor forbids”.  Imprudence 

with shareholder resources and abuse of privileges such as abuse of private jets are 

symptomatic of managements which are self serving and are likely to hurt creditor interests 

down the line.   

Aggressive Accounting

Accounting aggressiveness is symptomatic of other unethical behavior and sharp practices. 

Wherever the culture permits or even encourages such practices, trouble lies a few quarters or 

years ahead.  Meeting artificial quarterly earnings targets at all costs would force employees 

into unethical behavior causing pain for all in the long run.  Aggressive accounting can come 

from overstating earnings or asset valuation (particularly assets of finance subsidiaries) and a 

benign indulgence towards liability valuation.  

Earnings could be overstated by under valuing inventory used in production or through artificial 

sales which get converted into receivables that are uncollectible.  The classic case of such 

overstatement happened at Sunbeam Corporation, a maker of grills, blenders and electric 
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blankets.  In 1996 the company hired Al Dunlap as its CEO.  Dunlap had a reputation for slash 

and burn and was known as “Chainsaw Al” because of his penchant for slashing jobs.  Within 

four months of arriving, he shut down 12 of the company’s 18 plants and eliminated half of its 

12,000 employee positions.  From the second quarter of 1997, sensible analysts started getting 

worried about the company’s very high inventory and receivable levels.  This occurred because 

Dunlap did a lot of “bill and hold” deals wherein retailers bought products at large discounts so 

that Sunbeam could book the sale and then held those products in third party warehouses until 

they were required at the stores.   This shifting of sales from future quarters to current one 

resulted in a huge jump in sales and receivables.  An example was the big uptick in sales of 

electric blankets in the third quarter of the year though such sales usually move up in the fourth 

quarter in response to the cold weather.  Likewise, there was a huge unseasonal increase in the 

sale of grills in the fourth quarter.  Dunlap was a colorful man- he grabbed the shoulders of an 

analyst who dared to question his practices.  Obviously, this way of boosting sales and profits 

could not carry on forever and when the fraud was discovered, Al Dunlap was fired after 

spending less than two years at the helm of Sunbeam.   When receivables suddenly shoot up, 

people must get suspicious.  But a more fundamental question needs to be asked by the analyst- 

why are the sales shooting up?  Has there been a new iconic product introduced by the 

company?  Or has there been a change in selling practices?    

Jack Welch of General Electric: Real and imaginary Cookie Jars are not kosher 

The hero of the pre-Sarbanes Oxley era in the United States, when accounting and reporting 

were stretched to the seams, was Jack Welch of General Electric (GE).  He had an uncanny ability 

of meeting quarterly earnings forecasts to Wall Street analysts.   Such was his ability for “making 

the numbers” that equity risk premium had practically disappeared from the valuation of GE’s 
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stock.  Why have risk premiums when the earnings were as certain as the coupon payment on a 

Treasury bond? 

There were no metaphors or caveats in the confession statement on earnings tinkering that Jack 

Welch made in his best selling autobiography “Straight from the Gut”.  In that tome he refers to 

an incident that happened at the GE owned investment bank Kidder Peabody.  Kidder (and 

hence GE) had overstated revenues in the 1980s on account of fraud.  On the discovery of the 

fraud, GE had to take a $350 million write down, which would have impacted GE’s quarterly 

earnings.   But what Welch found singularly laudable was that the heads of the different 

business offered to cover the earnings hole with goodies from their personal earnings cookie 

jars.  

One approach to the whole incident is to say- hey, at least various group companies had 

accounting cookie jars from which they could pull out rabbits whenever the need arose.  So, 

they had a reserve of real earnings.   We have a few issues with that attitude.  Firstly, candor, a 

virtue which Welch never tires of extolling, was clearly missing in Welch’s most important 

dealing with his stakeholders- the presentation of financial statements.   Secondly, while the 

cookie jars of the manufacturing subsidiaries might have been real, those of its financing 

subsidiary, GE Capital, which contributed a big chunk of GE’s earnings, were probably not.  This 

is particularly true of the insurance arms of GE capital, where, in the short term, the size of the 

cookie jar was what you wanted it to be.    Thirdly, a culture in which earnings reports were 

treated with such contempt should not have inspired confidence among stakeholders.  Fannie 

Mae, the giant US mortgage guarantor started with understating earnings, keeping the rest in 

cookie jars for the rainy day.  But the bridge from understating revenues to overstating revenues 

is not too long a bridge to cross as had happened at the mortgage guarantor.  Once an earnings 

report is not a sacred cow, having it in a hamburger is no stretch.  The moral of the story: keep 
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away from companies that are either overstating or understating revenues.  The management 

culture of such organizations is just not right and sooner or later the bad stuff will hit the fan. 

Fannie Mae’s creditors were lucky because the US government bailed them out.  The 

shareholders were not.  GE’s shareholders found out to their cost when the share prices crashed 

as Welch’s successor could not keep up with the earnings game on account of tightened norms 

for accounting in general, and accounting for special purpose entities (SPEs) in particular.  

The irony of the whole GE earnings situation never seemed to have hit Welch even after his 

retirement in 2001.   In fact, he took the charade to new heights during the first quarter of 2008, 

when he threatened “to get a gun out and shoot” his successor for not making the targeted 

earnings number.  The poor man, operating in a tough environment without too many of the 

crutches his predecessor had come to rely on, could not come up with an apt rejoinder without 

letting fall a skeleton or two from the well stocked cupboard behind the kimono.

Perhaps, when business books are re-written in a decade, it might be said that the smartest 

thing Welch did was to retire in 2001, before stringent accounting norms came into being in the 

post Enron and WorldCom world.  In August 2009, GE paid $50 million to settle a civil fraud suit 

brought by the US Securities and Exchange Commission for accounting irregularities (without 

admitting or denying guilt of course).   The company agreed to several remedial actions with 

regard to its accounting and making “appropriate personnel determinations” where the 

accounting excesses occurred.   A further $ 200 million was spent by GE for legal fees in fighting 

the lawsuit.  Because GE does have some very sound businesses (businesses which had been 

flourishing for decades before Welch resorted to the black magic of financial engineering), due 

to which the company did not implode, Welch escaped the fate of Dennis Kozlowski of Tyco or 

Jeff Skilling of Enron who are cooling their heels far away from normal human habitation for not 

rendering “honest services”.  
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Management Integrity is crucial in Companies where Cash is received upfront

In insurance companies, premium cash is received upfront and claims are paid off later.  If a 

management siphons this cash for its own devices, it will not be evident until much later when 

claims fall due.  Through under reserving, the fraud can be perpetrated for a considerable period 

of time.

Management Competence

How do typical CEOs and senior executives perceive their role?  To say that a CEO wanted to 

reach that position so that he could be an honest servant of the shareholders who pay his salary 

is too prosaic.  Obviously, the CEO reached the position because of an overweening desire to 

exercise power.  The hope for creditors is that having reached that position, he works for 

improvements and changes in a gradual fashion, rather than step out with the desire to be 

transformational like Greek mythological character Jason setting out with the Argonauts in 

quest of the Golden Fleece.  An extension of this urge is the desire to be recorded in the annals 

of business history.  Even worse for creditors is the motivation to loot and scoot through some 

lopsided compensation scheme over which shareholders had little say.  

Ideally, a CEO should have risen through the ranks of the company so that he would have 

understood the products and services, suppliers and customers as well as the organizational 

culture of the company.  Transplanted CEOs make sense only when a company is deep in trouble 

- in which case, creditors have no business being around (that is if they analyzed the company 

correctly and got out before the company got into trouble).  What creditors would love in senior 

management is flawless execution.  Everything else is subordinate.   
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Lack of Expertise

For various reasons, sometimes, boards put in place management teams which just lack the 

expertise or the passion to be working in the business of the company.  Honda’s passionate 

engineering management, who are passionate about cars, has ensured that the company stays 

on top through produce of flawless products.  There are just too many reasons why General 

Motors went down – but one of the leading causes was the induction of marketing men into the 

upper echelons of management, as if the produce of the company was soap or lipstick.  

The day Chuck Prince (the same one who felt that “as long as the music is playing, you’ve got to 

get up and dance”, even if the music was being played by the Pied Piper leading you to doom) 

assumed the reins of Citigroup, doom was around the corner.  Here was a legal person brought 

in to handle the legal problems that the company faced, forgetting that a legal person can only 

lead a legal firm- not a bank.  Yes, the DNA for failure of the bank had already been impregnated 

before Prince assumed high office- but his elevation made disaster inevitable.  “Where there is 

no vision, people perish”, as the book of Proverbs succinctly put it.

Managements which lack expertise in the business of the firms they lead tend to be flat footed 

in their communications with stake holders.   Thanks to lack of understanding, they fail to inform 

or inspire. When a minor disaster strikes, this poor communication pushes the company across 

the brink.   Incompetent managements tend to rely a lot on outside helpers such as 

management consultants and investment bankers.  They tend to turn to counselors such as the 

wandering minstrel from the land of jugaad, who when he is not cogitating mightily on his latest 

book, acts as a confessor to a CEO experiencing intellectual convulsions and convolutions. 

Citigroup and UBS took the advice of external consultants to get into CDO investing, even when 

they did not have the requisite know how.  The decision caused investment losses of $50 billion 
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at each of the banks.  Fact is management consultants do not have an impressive track record of 

actual business success.  C.K. Prahalad, a management guru of no mean standing, tried his hand 

at actually running a business.  Needless to say, the venture failed.  He said that he was no good 

at “blocking and tackling” required in actually running a show.  It is one thing to write a case 

study on Shakespeare’s methods.  It is quite another to be Shakespeare.  Any resemblance 

between the two activities is purely coincidental.  

Non Playing Captains

London headquartered Standard Chartered Bank operates in 70 countries.  70% of the group’s 

income and 80% of the group’s profits come from Asia.  Yet, the CEO and the board operate out 

of London.  Even in these days of advanced communication devices, this management hands-off 

approach seems puzzling.  It should not come as a surprise that the bank has been involved in 

tiffs with regulators and scandals in various countries over the last few decades.  The bank was 

recently in the news because unlike most big banks, it managed to skirt the subprime crisis.  But 

that was more due to chance than conscious thought on account of the bank’s limited exposure 

to the US and European countries.    

Management Risk Appetite

Defensive Management

Defensive management is always a welcome sight for creditors.   A classic example of defensive 

management was when GM under Alfred Sloan took stakes in aero companies like Fokker and 

Allison, without putting too much capital at risk, when it could not fathom the future of 

transportation in the early part of the twentieth century.    Outlandish as it may seem now, 

people in the early part of the automobile and aviation industry history thought individuals 

traveling in their personal aircrafts could be the future of transportation.   Hedging the bets 
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through stakes in aero companies (without staking too much capital) was a sensible strategy 

from a creditor standpoint.

Obviously, creditors should be uncomfortable with managements or institutions which bet the 

ranch on the success or failure of a single product.   In their book “Built to Last” Jim Collins and 

Jerry Porras talk glowingly about IBM’s bet on the IBM 360 and Boeing’s bet on the Boeing 707 

that could have destroyed the company.  That’s good for shareholders (particularly leveraged 

ones) and employees (leads them to what pastor Rick Warren would have called a purpose 

driven life) but not good for creditors.  Outsized bets should be made in entities which do not 

suck cash flows from creditor backed entities.   Big hairy audacious goals should certainly be 

outside the realm of investors who do not share the upside of such risky bets.

Management compensation structure also has a role in enhancing or reducing the 

management’s risk appetite.  When the compensation is structured towards high rewards if a 

leveraged bet comes through, one can be sure that management will not be taking the high road 

of sensible risk.  So, if a company hires a new CEO with terms and conditions that favor the 

assumption of high risk, creditors should start plotting their exit strategy.  One does not know if 

disaster will strike in one year or five years, but it does not make sense following the crowd to 

the exit door.   

Organic growth at a company involves a lot of hard work.  How much more fun it is to dash out 

on some adventure like dashing knight young Lochinvar!  How much easier is it to procure 

growth through M&A.  We have stated elsewhere that M&A transactions bring with them 

unexploded shells in the form of contingent liabilities and different organizational culture which 

increases integration risk.  Added trouble comes if the firm’s capital structure veers towards a 

debt orientation post an acquisition.  Acquisitions might make sense for creditors only if they 
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are suitably small, made with the intent of procuring technology or for securing real (as opposed 

to fevered expectation of) pricing power.  The expenses undertaken to complete a merger 

transaction with the intention of bringing about cost savings have a tendency not to go as per 

script. 

Propensity for share buybacks is another indicator of management risk appetite.  Possibly, share 

buy backs have no honest intention but to boost the short term price of the shares (unless the 

company has stopped capital expenditure on account of limited growth prospects- in that case it 

makes sense to return capital to providers of equity and debt capital- not equity capital only). 

True, share buybacks are better than M&A, because if extra cash is coming out of the company, 

it at least ensures that such a cash is not leveraged through an M&A transaction– thus 

contributing to additional risks.

Overpaying for Government Licenses

When governments hand out licenses for various scarce resources such as spectrum for 

telephony, exploration and mining rights, real estate development rights etc, through a bidding 

process, companies can get themselves into a jam if they overpay for such intangible assets. 

Overpaying can drastically reduce return on capital employed for an extended period of time. 

Matters would get worse if such licenses are procured through extensive usage of debt.  Similar 

problems can arise out of revenue sharing agreements with the government in public private 

partnerships, where the winning bidder is chosen based on which bidder would share a higher 

percentage of revenues with the government.  Managements with high risk appetite and which 

have a desire for being featured prominently in business journals are the ones that tend to 

overpay for licenses. 
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Overbidding for 3G Licenses by Europe’s Telecom Players caused severe Balance Sheet Stress

One of the most interesting episodes of the dot com bubble in the late 1990s and early 2000 

was the handing out of 3G licenses by Europe’s governments.  The telecom companies had the 

irrational fear that if they did win the 3G license bid, it would be the end of their business.  So 

blinded were managements by this thesis, they forgot fundamental notions such as return on 

capital employed and the winner’s curse.   Disciplined managements know when to walk away. 

They realize that competitors who overpay for assets will get into financial trouble and they 

might be forced to sell out, either the whole company or the license at sharply lower prices.  In 

2000, thanks to overpaying for licenses in auctions in various countries, the seven largest 

telecom companies in Europe were saddled with more than $ 170 billion in debt.  Debt equity 

ratios deteriorated and interest costs jumped sharply higher as creditors demanded higher rates 

to compensate for the higher risk assumed.  Deutsche Telekom, France Telecom, British 

Telecom, Telecom Italia, Telefonica, Sonera and KPN (of Netherlands) saw their credit ratings 

and credit standing fall by the wayside.  In addition to the license fee, further investment in 

infrastructure had to be done before the 3G services could be operational.   

The lesson for the creditors from this fiasco is that lenders to companies in industries which 

might bid for licenses have to incorporate restrictions on size of bids without creditor approval 

in the loan agreements through covenants.  Otherwise, the lenders might find themselves 

exposed to a company of a vastly different credit profile from the company they had lent money 

to.

Management’s attitude to big Ticket Capital Expenditure and their Funding

Companies need to make big capital expenditure decisions to support their long term growth 

and survival.  The alternative is to take over companies that already own those plants.  Such a 
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course of action reduces project execution risk if the acquisition is done at the right price, but it 

comes with contingent liabilities from the company’s past actions such as environmental 

liabilities.  Also, an acquisition does not involve hard work and hence is the preferred course for 

management which might not be too worried about the long term health of the company.

More than the issue of acquisition versus putting up a green field project, the real risk for 

creditors is how such acquisitions/ projects are financed.  Would the pursuit have a debt flavor? 

Or, would it be predominantly funded through internal accruals and the existing gearing of the 

balance sheet preserved?  This is one of the items that can best be ascertained through 

interaction with management. 

Donald Trump and Serial Bankruptcy

Donald Trump is a supremely entertaining individual.  Alas, creditors have always come out 

worse in their dealings with him.  Surprisingly, creditors continue to back him despite taking 

enormous haircuts each time, without noticeable alteration in Trump’s risk appetite or evidence 

of learning from past mistakes.  Such creditors seem to be living testimonies that there is one 

born every minute.

In February 2009 Trump Entertainment Resorts, 28% owned by Donald Trump, filed for 

bankruptcy for the third time.   Surprisingly, the bondholders included several hedge funds and 

supposedly savvy banks.   What are the reasons why creditors should have kept a safe distance 

from Trump, no matter how alluring the yields on loans were?    Firstly Trump has an enormous 

appetite for debt.  Secondly, execution problems and cost overruns have plagued several of his 

real estate projects, which drastically reduce their return on capital employed.   And a chunk of 

revenue is captured by entities owned by Trump for providing services and use of the Trump 
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trademark.  Clearly, Trump’s interests were not totally aligned to those of the entities where 

creditors’ rights were locked in.      

Another lesson for creditors is that they should keep a safe distance from companies whose 

credit stories are linked too closely to one individual.   Examples of such companies include 

Martha Stewart’s Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia and the hobby pursuits of several 

celebrities across the world.  There could be an equity story lurking somewhere there, but 

definitely no credit story.   Typically, their management skills are suspect and the mantra of 

managing a little and snoozing a little does not usually work to further creditor interests. 

Management Hubris

Managements that love the Limelight

Management communication to stakeholders is crucial.  Managements should be on all 

communication medium with supporting data, the moment there is a whiff of doubt about the 

company’s products, services or solvency.     At such moments, communication in plain and 

comprehensible language is the difference between survival and demise.  We had mentioned in 

an earlier chapter that we do not believe in the notion of a liquidity crisis for a single financial 

institution.  Either a company is solvent or it is not.  If it is solvent, communication is the key.  If 

communication is poor, no amount of liquidity back ups can ensure survival till sunrise.  When 

an organization is under threat, there is no such thing as too much communication.     And when 

all is well, shareholders should insist that management earns its keep by ensuring things stay 

that way, by staying focused on the job and not hog the limelight either through their words or 

through their lifestyles. 

Whenever the reservoir of management credibility is expended frivolously, none would be 

available when the company’s welfare requires it.    Even though Microsoft founder Bill Gates is 
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one of the richest men in the world, no body talks about his lifestyle.   And when he appeared 

on the communication mediums while he was still CEO, the gravitas he brought to conversation 

ensured that Microsoft benefited from the exchange.    All the stakeholders would feel 

comforted that there was a competent man at the helm- and that is worth its weight in financial 

credibility.  In short, old fashioned virtue, even if it is not fashionable to talk about it anymore, 

brings comfort to stakeholders, including creditors.   If a top manager is a bridge champion, it 

makes sense for all to hush the fact up until the manager is through with his innings.  Else all 

stakeholders start wondering if they have a non-playing captain at the helm of affairs, which 

seldom benefits a company’s credit profile.

Sprawling conglomerate Tyco was terribly run in the late 1990s, but the top executive’s 

tendency to stay in the limelight for the wrong reasons compounded problems.  When people 

started talking about the Lehman CEO’s art collection, people should have started to worry.  We 

worry about several leading companies in the world where managements love the limelight. 

There is too strong a correlation, between failed organizations and managements being in the 

limelight for the wrong reasons for us so ignore it as an irrelevant parameter for credit analysis. 

The Icarus Complex and the clever by half Management

Shareholders and creditors have reasons to fear managements which start playing capital 

market games using their companies as vehicles for satisfying their cowboy instincts.  The 

problem is that shareholders sometimes tend to be ambivalent about such management.  When 

the result of such adventures results in a booty, shareholders rejoice and fete the top 

executives, giving them the adrenalin rush to set out, Ulysses like,  on new gambling voyages 

with other people’s money.  When such striving and seeking sink the ship, shareholders cry foul, 
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but they have no one to blame but themselves for encouraging such extra curricular pursuits in 

the first place.  Such managements belong to hedge funds where the mandate is to roll the dice.

Porsche Management: When Engineers took to Financial Engineering

There is a lot for shareholders and creditors to learn from the Porsche –Volkswagen (VW) 

episode of 2008-09, where within a space of less than a year, Porsche management went from 

being the smartest kids in town to those who plunged their company into a forced merger with 

an inferior company. 

Porsche CEO Wendelin Wiedeking had by the end of 16 years of stewardship of the company 

converted the company into one of the best performers in the industry based on the return on 

capital employed metric.  And like most successful automobile company executives, he was an 

engineer by training.  Marketing and styling are important in the auto industry (a fact recognized 

by Alfred Sloan early in the industry’s history), but those skills can be procured through hiring a 

few individuals talented in such walks of life.  The quality of engineering and production 

techniques is at the heart of a car maker and what separate the German and Japanese 

automakers from the rest.   

Anyway, despite running a very successful firm, he was not content and sought to buy a much 

larger automaker- VW.  Various reasons had been given for such a desire.  Firstly, new emission 

norms are to come into effect in Europe in 2015, which would result in huge fines for 

automakers such as Porsche whose vehicles have higher emissions.   Since emissions are 

measured of a group basis, becoming a part of the VW group would have solved the problem as 

most of VW’s cars have low emission levels.  Taking over a company merely for meeting a 

government regulation might not result in the best return on capital employed.  Is the cost 

worth the integration problems and such contingent liabilities?  Would it not have been better 
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to price in the fines while its engineers worked on sorting out the problem?  That approach at 

least involves a correct pricing of the problem, part of which could have been passed on to its 

devoted customers.    The second purported merit was saving costs through employment of 

common platforms for Porsche vehicles such as the Cayanne and VW’s Touareg.  Sharing of 

platforms can be done efficiently without the hassles of a merger.  

More than the takeover attempt of VW, what catapulted the Porsche management to fame was 

the hedge fund like investment play on VW shares in October 2008.  Porsche squeezed short 

sellers of VW shares when it delayed its admission that it had acquired 42.6% of VW’s shares, 

while securing a further 31.5% in the form of secured options.   The short sellers were trapped 

and for a few days VW was the most valuable company in the world.  Thanks to the profit from 

the operation, its profits exceeded revenues, helped by appreciation in the value of VW shares. 

Though the operation had a happy outcome for Porsche stakeholders, creditors should never 

ascribe mythical powers to such managers, and keep away from them or discipline them 

through covenants.  

Porsche increased its stake in VW to 50.8% in January 2009.  However, it did so by tripling its net 

debt to €9 billion.  In addition, there was the VW Law, discussed later in the chapter, which gave 

the state of Lower Saxony blocking powers.  Despite Porsche holding majority of VW shares, it 

could not take control of VW, thus was not able to take control of VW’s cash pile for reducing its 

debt.  The VW management, with the help of the VW Law, did unto Porsche what it had done 

unto the hedge fund short sellers.  Porsche attempting to takeover VW despite the fact that the 

VW Law (notwithstanding injunctions from the European Commission) was still in effect, was a 

clear case of management hubris at work.  Unable to solve its debt problem, Porsche had to 

surrender and agree to be taken over by VW.  The Porsche CEO lost his job- but Porsche 
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shareholders would have gained if they had sacked the CEO right after the hedge fund 

adventure.              

Schaffler’s Continental AG Takeover:  Should Corporate Carry Trades be financed by Creditors?

Spot the differences among the following: a) an individual buys a home with debt and leases it 

out to tenants.  He plans to use the lease rental to service the debt and hopes that house prices 

would go up by the time the debt matures.  So, the individual, without putting any of his 

personal equity at stake hopes to make money by selling the asset at a higher price and repaying 

the debt b) A hedge fund borrows in a low yielding currency and deploys it in a higher yielding 

currency, using the income to service debt and pockets the difference between the yield and 

financing costs.  The hope is that the lower yielding currency will not appreciate against the 

higher yielding currency when the debt has to be repaid c) a corporate borrows for a short 

tenure to buy equity stakes in a company, perhaps with an M&A goal in mind.  The hope is that 

a combination of income from the equity stake and appreciation of equity value (though the 

evidence is overwhelming that companies would over pay for the equity and instead of 

appreciation of equity, there would be depreciation) would ensure that the debt is serviced.  In 

all cases, the hope is that an asset would increase in value (including the hedge fund case, where 

the hope is that the high yield currency would appreciate).  All three endeavors rest on hope 

and not necessarily on facts.  And facts are the only things that should guide a credit analyst. 

Hope belongs to the venture domain.  While everyone is entitled to their own hope, everyone is 

not entitled to their own facts.   

Bankers financing M&A discovered the perils of such activity during 2008.  The collateral backing 

what they thought were low risk loans sharply fell in value.  When the M&A risk is coupled with 

an overreaching and clever by half management such as that of German auto ancillary 
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Schaeffler, the risks are compounded.  Schaeffler is a family owned firm that makes bearings for 

cars.  The company’s target was Continental AG, a car parts maker three times its size.  While 

there might have been some industrial logic to the merger, the hubris of the management was 

demonstrated when it chose to go for the acquisition funded entirely by debt- that too short 

term debt.   Also, the company targeted exactly half the shares of Continental (again betting on 

things beyond its control).  Around the time the company came up with its offer, markets 

crashed, and instead of buying half the firm for €6 billion, almost all shareholders of Continental 

tendered their shares.  So the company had to borrow around €11 billion, beyond what its 

internal cash generation could service.  Continental itself had compounded the problems- it too 

had indulged in debt financed acquisitions and the bill collectors were at the door.  Around this 

time, demand for the goods of both Schaeffler and Continental collapsed.  Because of their 

overreach, the family controlling Schaeffler stood in real danger of loosing their company.  

Creditors should be able to identify symptoms of management overreach and hubris when the 

management starts betting on too many facts beyond its control.  The reason for such M&A 

pursuits can be best summed up in the words of the poet Water Scott

Lordlings and witlings not a few

Incapable of doing aught

Yet ill at ease with nothing to do.        

Managements that pick Fights with Governments, Regulators and the Public

A clear sign of management hubris is when it picks up fights with governments and regulators.  A 

company need not be operating in a banana republic for such fights to have adverse results.  In 

some cases it can destroy a company as the case of Russian oil major Yukos demonstrates. 

Having regulators or governments stare at a company with an evil eye can result in unfavorable 
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rulings in cases where there is an even balance of merit and demerit on the company’s side.    As 

far as possible, shareholders should discourage political forays while the top executives earn a 

salary from the company.  The more the executives keep their opinions to themselves while in 

office, the better it is for all stakeholders.  There are times, confronted with no choice, a 

management could take on a government or a regulator to court to protect the interests of the 

corporation.  However, that needs to be the absolute last resort.  

Managements who do not have their ears close to the ground can provoke governments and 

potential customers without even realizing that their actions are provocative.  In 2008, the top 

executives of General Motors, Ford and Chrysler came to Washington to request lawmakers to 

bail them out of the consequences of their own mismanagement.  Their mode of transport? 

Chartering private jets.  That is did not occur to them that their action would provoke an outcry 

went hand in hand with the fact that they produced cars no one wanted to buy.   Basically, they 

were out of touch.  

Telstra Management goes out of the way to pick a fight with the Australian Government

Australian telecom firm Telstra came into existence in 1993, though it can trace its origins to the 

1901 establishment of the Postmaster-General’s department for managing domestic telephone, 

telegraph and postal services.  In 1997, the company was privatized and one-third of Telstra’s 

shares were sold at various stock exchanges.  Telstra’s management got into a fight with the 

Australian government in 2005, which ill served its stakeholders.  The then government refused 

Telstra’s requests to change certain operating rules.  The rules would have required the 

company to share any future high speed network with rivals, at rates which Telstra felt were too 

low.    The government changed hands in 2007 after an election, but the Telstra management 

succeeded in infuriating the new government too.  When the government came up with a 
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tender for creating a national broadband network, Telstra treated the process with contempt by 

submitting a shabby 12 page document.  The infuriated government removed Telstra from the 

tender process.  To compound the company’s woes, the government cancelled the whole 

tender process and instead decided to build the national network itself.  The project, built with 

the latest fiber technology, would render Telstra’s network of copper wires obsolete.  

Both the chief executive and the chairman of the company were involved in this combative 

relationship with the government.  Fed up of the confrontation, the board, to protect 

shareholder interests, removed them both from their positions in mid 2009.   

Managementisim destroys Capital 

A management’s colorful lifestyle, lived in the public eye is a distraction that stakeholders can 

do without.   The need for extra cash for supporting lifestyle has a tendency to encourage fraud. 

In 1982, the CEO of investment bank Salomon Brothers was the one with the highest pay at a 

public company – he drew a salary of $ 1 million.  Now such compensations are way- way 

higher- firms are run for management and less from the perspective of the providers of capital. 

The move from capitalism to managementism not only destroys wealth and societies- it is 

harmful to creditors.  

Picking a fight with Auditors

Whenever auditors qualify the accounts, the signs are ominous.  Auditors, who rely on the 

benevolence of management for their dinner, would hardly be eager to disagree with company 

management.  So, qualification of accounts is a serious measure which would not be resorted to 

easily.   On the other hand, auditors have come up with subtle ways to protect themselves from 

lawsuits through use of circumlocutory language while certifying the accounts.  The credit 
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analyst’s antenna should be clued on for receiving those subtle signals.  Picking up those signals 

is a sound way to avoid anguish later.  

Management Narrative

A key aspect of a management’s role is management communication.   Warren Buffett states 

the following in his 1979 report to shareholders which can be used as an advice for all 

management communication-

 “But when you do receive communication from us, it will come from the fellow you are paying to  

run the business.  Your chairman has a firm belief that owners are entitled to hear directly from  

the CEO as to what is going on and how he evaluates business, currently and prospectively.  You  

should demand that in a private company; you should expect no less in a public company.  A  

once-a-year report of stewardship should not be turned over to a staff specialist or public  

relations consultant who is unlikely to be in a position to talk frankly on a manager to owner  

basis. 

We feel that you as owners are entitled to the same sort of reporting by your manager as we  

feel is owed to us at Berkshire Hathaway by managers of our business units…….We don’t expect  

a public relations document when our operating managers tell us what is going on, and we don’t  

feel you should receive such a document”

You can replace the word owner with creditor, and the fundamental truth of these statements 

does not change.   Not all companies follow Buffett’s injunctions. 

The Management Priority Triangle and Creditor Interests

When management is not thinking of its own interests, it is focused on the interests of either its 

shareholders, employees or its customers.  Sound management needs to focus on all the three 

elements of the troika in the right proportion.  When this triangle of management priority snaps 
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due to excessive focus on one element- shareholders, employees or customers, creditor 

interests are harmed.  Excessive focus on keeping employees happy might cause cost structures 

to spin out of control.  Too much attention to shareholder interests might result in employees 

getting disgruntled and resorting to boosting short term metrics of performance.   Cutting 

corners under the garb of cutting cost might be resorted to by such a management.  BP’s credit 

risk profile changed over the last few years when the management focused almost exclusively 

on shareholder bottom line at the cost of safety and all else.  Excessive attention to customers 

might result in unviable cost structures and stressed out employees.  So creditor interests are 

best protected not when management pays attention directly to creditor interests but indirectly 

by taking care of shareholders, employees and customers to the appropriate extent.    

Ownership Structure and Board Oversight – Is it really important?

Ownership structure can have a bearing on management’s risk appetite.   Shareholder money 

might be fungible from a creditor standpoint, but the motives and passions of the man behind 

the dollar bill are not.    Because of their different investment horizon and appetite for risk and 

debt, it does matter to the creditor whether the biggest shareholder is a sovereign wealth fund, 

a private equity shop, a family body etc.   A company with a highly fragmented shareholding is 

likely to have a risk profile quite dissimilar to one where there is a single large shareholder 

owning a large percentage of shares.   Traditionally, it was held that firms with a lot of 

management shareholding would orient their strategy towards long term gains as opposed to 

short term gains.   The collapse of US investments banks such as Bear Sterns and Lehman 

Brothers has however put paid to this theory, particularly when it is coupled with management 

incompetence and lack of understanding of the businesses the company was operating in.    
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Is there a particular ownership structure that is beneficial to creditors?  Perhaps that is topic of a 

separate study.  But family owned firms, which do not want to dilute their stake but do not have 

the capital to fund expansion, are likely to have a more leveraged balance sheet as they use 

debt (particularly bank debt) to fund expansion.   However, should creditors even worry about 

ownership structure if they are convinced about the underlying credit story, the company’s 

management has proven itself to be competent and one of integrity, the return on capital 

employed sound and the balance sheet unleveraged?  We think not.

How about private equity investors who, because they have no clue how to add value to a 

company, load it with debt to improve return on equity?  Private equity shareholders have never 

proved good for creditors.  At best they have been neutral.  Covenants that prevent loading a 

company with debt are the only way creditors can protect themselves from those value 

destroyers.     

Regarding board members, it is even worth looking who the worthies are on the board, which of 

them are independent and not cronies of the CEO?  How many board members would voice 

their opinion on topics of interest to creditors such as capital structure, M&A strategy, etc? 

How many have prevented risk management disasters by asking the right questions?  We will 

never know, and once a factor is an unknown, it is better not to assign importance to it in the 

credit analysis process.   We would look at boards members only from the point of view of 

conflict of interest.  Likewise, board committees and their efficacy is an unknown until some 

disaster strikes- so there is no point assigning importance to it.  Too many boards, filled with 

supposedly superior individuals, have proved spectacularly useless in reining in CEOs when they 

stepped outside the boundaries of a company’s welfare.   
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Controlling Rights higher than Cash Flow Rights is not good

Though we would look at it from a case to case basis, we would be wary about a group of 

shareholders having voting rights disproportionate to their shareholdings.   Such individuals 

have a higher tendency to roll the dice and take high risk- if it pays off, the returns are huge, if it 

does not, their losses are limited to their small shareholding. 

Occasionally an entity holding disproportionate rights can be good for the creditors, especially if 

the entity is a sovereign or a sub-sovereign entity of strong standing.  Consider the Volkswagen 

law (which might soon be struck off) which prevents any entity from acquiring more than 20% of 

the voting rights in Volkswagen AG.  The German state of Lower Saxony owns a 20.1% in 

Volkswagen.  It is inconceivable that the state of Lower Saxony would not come to the aid of 

Volkswagen in some shape or form, should it be in a financial soup and on the verge of 

defaulting on its loans.  The same benefit does not accrue to the creditors of another car maker, 

Peugeot Citroen, on account of the Peugeot family holding 30.1% of the shares but having 45.1% 

of the voting rights.   Or, from the Ford family holding a disproportionate voting share in Ford 

Motor Company.

Auditors 

A key part of a management’s tasks is appointing a credible auditor who has the scale and skills 

to audit the company and then communicating the implications of the audited numbers and the 

future prospects to all stakeholders.  The firm’s audit committee is responsible for selecting, 

evaluating and compensating the company’s auditors.  It is also responsible for overseeing the 

audit function.  A big creditor, if possible, as a part of his due diligence, should get the 

management of the company to arrange for a brief interaction with the partner of the audit firm 

responsible for the audit just like rating agencies sometimes do.  Obviously there is no point 
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discussing the audited numbers.  The aim of the process is to get a quick feel of the partner, the 

companies and industries he is responsible for auditing, how he came to be appointed for 

auditing the firm and to ascertain if the audit firm has other relationships with the firm such as 

consulting relationships.  Auditors doing consulting work for clients is not prohibited in all 

countries and can lead to severe conflict of interest when the audit firm treats the audit 

function as a loss leader.   A credit analyst cannot be one who has been unexposed to the wiles 

of knave management and compliant auditors.

Credibility of Auditors

One cannot go by name of the audit firm auditing the books as much as by the credibility of the 

audit firm partner.  It is possible to argue that big audit firms have the systems and processes in 

place which ensure greater credibility of the numbers as well as consistency of the audit process 

as opposed to a smaller audit firm.  The evidence does not point in that direction.  In 1988, 

Arthur Anderson resigned as auditors of Capcom, an affiliate of BCCI bank which collapsed on 

charges of money laundering.  The auditors issued a damning report on the happenings at 

Capcom.   Price Waterhouse, the auditors of BCCI, did not do a credible job and after many 

years, had to pay a big fine for its role in the episode.  Obviously one cannot jump to the 

conclusion that Arthur Anderson had the audit systems and process in place to unravel fraud. 

The firm’s accounting disasters such as the Waste Management episode in the 1990s severely 

affected its credibility.  And in the audits of Enron and WorldCom, it was accused of complicity 

with fraud that ultimately caused the firms’ demise.   We would rather go by the credibility of 

the individual auditor.  If not much can be ascertained about that individual, one should not use 

the credibility of the auditor as an input for the credit analysis and place greater reliance on the 

firm’s credit story.  Merely because an auditor belonged to a big firm does not lend credibility. 

In fact, we actually prefer smaller firms with very credible individuals.
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Conflicts of Interest

Lack of conflicts of interest of the auditors is itself a good starting point for relying on audited 

numbers.  Of course many conflicts such as consulting assignments are not prohibited in many 

countries.  But conflicts can come from other sources.  If a single company contributes a sizeable 

chunk of an audit firm’s revenues, the auditor would go out of his way to ensure he does not 

loose the client.  That can lead to a lax audit without too many sharp questions.    The auditors 

could also be friends and relatives of the management of the firm being audited.   Basically, the 

analyst, if possible, should know the extent of damages an audit firm would suffer from loosing 

the client.   It is always more credible if the company under consideration has a policy of 

rotation of the auditor/audit firm.

Sources of Audit failure

Inadequate understanding of the company’s industry and business model, inadequate 

understanding of transactions in that business, not being firm with clients, not verifying what 

the client says and not being sufficiently skeptical (that is also a source of credit analysis failure) 

are usually the honest reasons for audit failure.  When the auditor is in connivance with 

management fraud, the audited statements are useless.  In most of those cases, the credit 

analyst can usually detect that some hanky-panky is afoot if he has understood the company’s 

credit story.   

However, there are frauds which a credit analyst can’t detect even if he has understood the 

company’s credit story.  In January 2009, Sathyam Computers, India’s fourth largest software 

outsourcing firm was in the dock for accounting fraud.  The CEO confessed that he had indulged 

in fraud for five years.  The company’s auditors, PricewaterhouseCoopers pleaded that they had 

been taken for a ride.  Whether the auditors were involved in the fraud or not will be clear only 
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once the investigations are complete.  For a credit analyst, the revelations were a shock. 

Sathyam Computers was indeed a big player in the outsourcing business.  The revealed margins 

were not outlandish- in fact the margins were less than those of the bigger players in the 

industry as one would have expected.  It had a healthy cash balance, as did most of the players 

in the industry.  These cash balances were misused by the owner and CEO for his own personal 

investments.  In his confession, the CEO said that he started the fraud off on a small scale, but 

the scale just got bigger.  He said that the experience was like riding a tiger, from whose back it 

was impossible to get off.  Many company managements, during the last two decades, have 

been riding on the back of their own personal tigers, not revealed in published financials.   In the 

case of Sathyam, the auditors did not do the first thing auditors are supposed to do- verify the 

cash and bank balances, whether due to incompetence or connivance has yet to be established. 

But there was little a credit analyst could have done- the published numbers were in line with 

the company’s credit story.  However, in most cases, creditors should be able to spot the fact 

that the credit story and published financials do not hang together.  That, and not reliance on 

Client 9 to go on a crusade against wrong doers is the right strategy for the creditor. 

The Madoff Episode & Creditor Lesson: Audit Firm’s Profile vis-à-vis the Audited Firm’s Profile

The most important lesson that creditors can learn from the Bernard Madoff Ponzi scheme, that 

came to light at the end of 2008, is that to be credible, financial statements must be audited by 

a firm of the same profile as the firm being audited.  We are not saying anything about the size 

of the audit firm here.  A large multinational firm has to be audited by an auditor with the 

requisite multinational reach.  A big firm has to be audited by an auditor with the wherewithal 

to go into the nooks and corners of the company’s different businesses.    Madoff ran a 

multibillion dollar investment scheme.  Yet, his audit firm, Friehling & Horowitz was a three 

person operation- two principals and a secretary.  One of the principals was an 80 year old who 
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had left the firm more than a decade back.   Apparently the auditors operated out of a drab 

building- we don’t hold that against them but a lot of commentators at that point did.  More 

interestingly, the firm had been telling the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 

(the entity that sets auditing standards for private companies) for 15 years that it does not 

conduct audits!  

Understanding the Credit Story of Xerox would have helped uncover Audit Fraud 

Between 1997 and 2000 Xerox Corporation did have an audit committee.  Yet, it singularly failed 

to uncover fraud at the company, allegedly perpetrated by the CEO and the auditors KPMG. 

During those years the company showed double digit earnings growth.  No body paused to 

understand the credit story- how was such a sales growth possible in a mature industry?  No 

body was concerned about the burgeoning receivables.  Between 1997 and 2001, the company 

improperly booked about $2 billion in revenue, which had to be restated to reflect $1.4 billion in 

pre-tax profits.  Shareholder equity had to be reduced by $1.3 billion.  In May 2002 after 

everything was reported, Moody’s cut the rating of the company from Ba1 to B1.   The company 

restated the financials between 1997 and 2001.   The source of the fraud was how leases were 

accounted for in the revenue.  But the thinking analyst would have sniffed trouble without 

auditor help.

Text Box: The Decline and Fall of Arthur Andersen

The culture of “here and now” without worrying about future consequences that gripped the US 

since the early 1980s took its toll on the credibility of the accounting profession.  When the 

tenure of a CEO in a company was getting shorter and shorter and started being determined by 

the management’s ability to meet quarterly earnings forecasts, the CEOs started cutting corners. 

The pangs of conscience, which certainly must have bothered CEOs when they started 
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overstating earnings or assets and understating liabilities or resorting to means which produced 

short term earnings (or pro-forma earnings) at the cost of long term viability of the business, 

were gradually dulled by repeated transgressions.

The CEO’s departure from the path of virtue put pressure on an auditor.  Initially, it would 

involve the auditor permitting stretching of the truth rather than outright fraud.  But just as the 

CEO stepped on the slippery slope, the auditors were also forced to follow suit or adopt a 

confrontational attitude towards the management.  Adopting a confrontational attitude was 

risky for the partner who was in charge of the audit- not only did it risk putting off his current 

clients, but in a permissive atmosphere where pro-forma earnings were the only things that 

mattered, it would have risked annoying potential future clients.  There came to exist a systemic 

orientation towards auditors who could pass a favorable judgment on a firm’s finances without 

too many questions.  Investors did not encourage company management to come out and state 

with pride that their accounting had passed the test of a strict partner in a prudent audit firm. 

So, they had no right to complain when the pursuit of the lowest common denominator in the 

audit profession had its natural outcome and skeletons started tumbling out of the cupboard.  

The audit profession started having another conflict- it started getting a substantial chunk of its 

revenue (and the profitable bit of revenue) from rendering consulting services to the companies 

it audited.  These services included IT consultancy, tax consultancy etc.  When a client was 

generating high consultancy revenue, it is hard to “tut-tut” the accounting quality of the firm.  In 

2001, audit firm Deloitte and Touche generated 67% of its revenue from non audit services 

while KPMG obtained 61% of its revenues from non audit sources.

Arthur Andersen, a firm with an illustrious past was one of the “big five” accounting firms in the 

world until the firm was put out of business by repeated audit failures.  The other members of 
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the big five grouping included Deloitte & Touche, Ernst & Young, KPMG and 

PricewaterhouseCoopers.   Arthur Andersen’s famous audit failures included Boston Chicken, 

Waste Management, Sunbeam, Global Crossing, Enron and World Com.  But was the firm the 

lone black sheep in an environment of spotless virtue?

As we had argued, audit standards started getting lax from the 1980s due to the various 

reasons.  In March 1994, Deloitte& Touche agreed to pay $312 million to settle $1.8 billion of 

lawsuits bought forth by the US bank regulators on account of improper audits of savings and 

loan associations that went bust.  The flaws were not limited to the US but had spread to 

Europe.  A predecessor to Ernst & Young reached an agreement for an out of court settlement 

with Ireland’s largest banking group AIB.  The audit failure had caused AIB to overpay for an 

insurance company acquisition.  The audit firm had to shell out $118 million.  Price Waterhouse, 

the predecessor of PricewaterhouseCoopers was involved in improper audits of the fraudulent 

bank BCCI.

So, was Arthur Andersen’s audit record more unflattering than those of other auditors?  We do 

not think so.  It was just that the company got involved in a lot of high profile cases in a narrow 

period between 1996 and 2001.  And after Andersen was put out of business, the big five turned 

into the big four, thus reducing the likelihood that regulators will ever put one of those firms out 

of business.  That further vitiates the accounting quality of multinational companies audited by 

those audit firms.  

Analysts should remember that they are more hurt, not by audit frauds as much as by stretching 

of the truth.  Stretching the truth was what enabled firms like Lehman and other banks to 

operate.  The report on Lehman Brothers’ fall by its court- appointed bankruptcy examiner 

criticized auditors Ernst & Young (E&Y) for failing to “question and challenge improper or 
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inadequate disclosures”.  Various accounting gimmicks, which were hidden from investors, were 

most probably known to the auditors.  E&Y is likely to face the music in the form of malpractice 

lawsuits.  Obviously the $31 million annual audit fee that the firm got from Lehman Brothers 

meant that they did not want the show to stop.    But some positive changes have happened 

from the Sarbanes Oxley Act, emulated in some shape or form in various countries.  The moral 

of the Andersen story for the credit analyst is that the moment he sees audited numbers not 

congruent with the credit story of a firm, he should up his risk seeking periscope to probe 

further.          

Covenants- The only Leeway a Creditor has in a Going Concern  

Lenders have loan covenants to protect their loan and the value of the collateral for the loan. 

Covenants are contractual clauses.  Once a loan is given, the only control a creditor can exercise, 

till the bankruptcy of the borrower, is through covenants.   If covenants are breached, lenders 

can demand repayment of a loan or seek control over the management of the company. 

Without covenants, management can go berserk pursuing shareholder goals (and their personal 

financial goals, if a considerable chunk of their compensation is in the form of stock options). 

Given the importance of covenants, notions like covenant-lite loans (such as were prevalent in 

the days of easy credit between 2004 and 2006) never made sense.  Why creditors, who do not 

enjoy the upside potential of a venture, permited management to take horrendous risk through 

relaxation of covenants can only be explained in terms of employees of creditor organizations 

pursuing their own short term personal goals.   The weaker the financial strength of the 

company under consideration, the greater the need to keep the company management focused 

on operations and hence the need to have stronger covenants.
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When a creditor is also advising a company on an M&A transaction, the fees from the M&A 

advisory business can blind senior management of the financing organization into looking at the 

gains from today’s fees and not worry about tomorrow’s defaults.  Perhaps the management of 

such organizations believed that the loan was only for a short period before the borrower would 

refinance the facility or before he could offload the loan on to a gullible third party.   As we have 

said in an earlier chapter, using financing as a sweetener for procuring fee based mandates is 

always a recipe for disaster.  And hoping to offload loans before disaster strikes is tempting fate. 

The covenant- lite loans of the credit bubble ended badly in 2008, and they will always end 

badly when the next credit fuelled bubble takes place.  When covenant- lite loans become the 

industry norm during the dark days of a credit mania, the only sensible course open to creditors 

who want to do the right thing for their shareholders is to sit tight and do nothing.    During the 

credit mania, the only possible course for a creditor is to buy cheap CDS protection on really 

risky credits and wait for the plot to unravel.   Even doing nothing is preferable, though it would 

hurt short term returns, bringing considerable pressure on the management of the credit 

institution from short sighted shareholders.

Sometimes, on account of weakening financials, borrowers can get precariously close to 

breaching covenants.  They might come back to the lender with proposals for renegotiating 

covenants.   Borrowers should be wary of granting such prayers.  Unless, after a thorough 

analysis, the creditor really is convinced that short term forbearance would help the borrower, it 

is no point delaying the inevitable and reducing recoveries.    But as a matter of principle, we 

doubt the utility of earnings based covenants such as maximum permitted debt to EBITDA etc. 

Earnings based covenants can always be manipulated.  Also, just because the company had a 

couple of bad quarters, a creditor should not panic if the underlying credit story is sound.  For 

good companies which are not leveraged to the hilt, such covenants are silly.  And for leveraged 
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by products of silly M&A transactions, the covenant would be no real help- when the covenant 

is breached, lenders usually grant forbearance, sometimes in return for a higher rate of interest- 

which is more likely than not to push the company into deeper straits. 

Covenants, on the other hand, should not come in the way of a company executing its business 

plan.   Otherwise the creditor would be hurting his own long term interests.   A lot of thought 

must go into designing the covenants- it should not be there merely because they are standard 

conditions, or the way things were always done.   Any covenant which does not serve any 

purpose must go as it is a needless distraction.  Also, while designing covenants, the vagaries of 

the business cycles and the seasonal variations of the business should be factored in.   For 

instance, positive cash flow covenants, which require companies to maintain positive cash flow 

on a quarterly basis, make no sense for an industry where the working capital cycle is more than 

90 days.   Likewise, we are not big fans of “key man life insurance covenants”.  A creditor has no 

business lending to a business whose cash flows are reliant on a single individual or group of 

individuals- no matter how talented.  The benefits of the presence of such individuals flow to 

shareholders- so creditors should not even be considering that in their analysis.

Covenant design also involves not providing an incentive to a borrower to manipulate his 

financials to meet some artificial financial ratio.  As mentioned earlier, structuring covenants are 

not entirely in the lender’s hands-covenants acceptable to the borrower are a function of 

market conditions.  In periods of abundant credit, when covenants tend to be feeble, the only 

choice available to the lender is to sit out and wait for the inevitable return of sanity.  Covenant-

lite loans would loose more value than loans with strong covenants during periods of credit 

tightening.  
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Covenants, in summary, place restrictions on the company’s ability to indulge in debt financed 

acquisitions and capital expenditure through limits on gearing (debt to equity ratio).   Preferred 

stock and other debt like instruments must be considered as debt.  Covenants also place 

restrictions on contracting debt like liabilities such as leases.  They restrict cash outgoes to 

shareholders (dividend distribution covenants) - either from asset sale, or beyond certain levels 

from operating profit.   Additionally, liens must not be created in favor of other parties without 

creditor approval as that can reduce creditor recoveries in case the loan goes sour.  Cash flows 

generated from asset sales should be used for debt servicing- as any transfer of cash from the 

asset sales to shareholders substantially reduces the credit strength of a borrower.  Covenants 

can also place restrictions on change of management or control without creditor approval.  This 

could be achieved with the loan having a “change of control put”, which forces the borrower to 

repay the loan before a change of control is permitted.  Minimum tangible net worth covenants 

increase the commitment of shareholders to the success of the firm as well as ensures adequate 

cushion for creditors.   Finally, coverage covenants (ratio of cash flow available for debt servicing 

to cash required for debt servicing) ensure that management does not contract too much short 

dated liabilities.  Liquidity covenants require minimum working capital ratios. 

Covenants serve to alert creditors on the financial state of a borrower.  Of course, an alert 

creditor who has done his job well should not be in a position where a drop in earnings acts as a 

signaling mechanism.  The central requirement of good covenants is to keep management to the 

straight and narrow.  Those covenants make sense while earnings based ones do not.  Earnings 

based covenants might induce a company to do transactions like sale and lease back which 

might not make sense and which might harm the long term financial health of the company.  It 

is better for a borrower to go for an asset backed loan facility rather than, in times of economic 
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stress, accept stringent earnings based covenants which might come back to haunt the 

company.    

Covenants and Preservation of Group Value 

Covenants, to be effective, must be designed to function on a consolidated group basis and not 

on a standalone basis.  Else, cash flow and value might seep out, reducing creditor protection. 

Value at the borrower level can be reduced through cash flows and guarantees to the holding 

company, domestic subsidiaries and foreign subsidiaries.  Debt contracted at the subsidiary level 

or guarantees to subsidiaries effectively increase the indebtedness of the borrower.  Likewise 

transfer of assets among group companies have to be restricted.  Additionally, dividend payouts 

to the holding company must be subject to conditions.  As long as cash flow happens from the 

shareholders to any group entity, it is alright for creditors.  Cash flows and contingent liabilities 

in the other direction must be subject to clear terms and conditions.  The “Designation of 

restricted and unrestricted subsidiaries” covenant regulates how a borrower can designate 

subsidiaries as restricted (and hence subject to restrictions) or unrestricted from incurrence of 

debt and sale of assets viewpoint.  So, debt covenants should not only limit the amount of debt 

a company can incur, but also should place limits on the amounts that subsidiaries can borrow.   

Affirmative and Negative Covenants 

Affirmative covenants prescribe tasks a borrower must undertake during the tenure of a loan. 

These could include compliance with laws, application of loan proceeds to specified purpose, 

preservation of corporate existence, rights of inspection, maintenance of insurance, 

maintenance of properties, maintenance of books of accounts etc.   A borrower might be asked 

to maintain “key man” life insurance on certain management positions.  All taxes must be paid 

and kept current.  Quarterly or monthly financial statement must be submitted to the lender as 
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must accounts payable and accounts receivable reports (to working capital lenders).   All 

shareholder loans to a business must be subordinate to the bank’s loan.   These are the standard 

covenants, and as we had discussed earlier, not all of them make sense.

Negative Covenants are usually more significant as they prevent the management from taking 

measures that are shareholder friendly at the cost of increased risk to the creditors.  These 

include restrictions on excessive share buy back, limit on dividend payouts, restrictions on M&A 

without creditor approval, limitation on total indebtedness, restrictions on change of accounting 

practices without permission (else prevention of covenant breach will be through accounting 

tricks), rules on transactions with subsidiaries, limits on sale of assets and subsidiaries, 

restrictions on pledges and mortgages of assets, restrictions on sale and leaseback etc.  Negative 

pledges are more valuable to the unsecured creditor as he does not have dedicated assets to fall 

back on if debt servicing is not done on a timely basis.   Limitations on liens on assets ensure 

that the company does not get excessively leveraged.  One might argue that a second lien loan 

should not worry a creditor because the first lien lender stands ahead in the queue in the 

recovery process post a default, but a company with excessive second lien loans is in the same 

position as a homeowner who took a second lien loan for buying a home without any equity.  In 

the case of companies which have very little equity, the shareholders have such little downside 

risk and lots of upside potential that they would be tempted to gamble by taking on ultra high 

risk activities.    There could also be covenants on what investments are permitted and to what 

amounts.  The aim is to ensure that there is no investment in high risk assets which while 

enhancing the upside potential of earnings, subject creditors to disproportionately high risk. 

There might also be the need to cap loans and advances to subsidiaries.  

When a covenant is breached, lenders usually provide a cure period by which the borrower 

must rectify the breach.  Negative covenants usually do not have cure periods.  Cure periods for 
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affirmative covenants can usually be as long as a month.  Excessively long cure periods removes 

the potency of the covenants and leaves the lender to hold the baby.  Of course, in times of 

economic stress, lenders tend to be less generous in their curing periods- they would rather put 

a company that is struggling quickly into default and focus on recoveries rather than delay such 

actions and wait to see their loans lose further in value.

Another type of negative covenant is the so called “business line limitation covenant” which 

limits the line of business that a borrower can operate in.  This prevents unrelated 

diversifications, which cause the creditor to take on equity risk beyond levels he had planned 

for. 

Incurrence based versus Maintenance based Financial Covenants

Financial covenants are the most important covenants.  Financial covenants establish broad 

parameters within which the borrower can operate so that he does not weaken credit 

protection metrics.  These include not permitting the borrower to borrow beyond a certain 

times his equity and earnings.  There could also be the requirement of preservation of net worth 

and coverage of current liabilities with current assets.   Financial covenants are meant to give an 

early warning sign to the lender of impending trouble.  The borrower must also report to the 

lender his updated financials so that he can monitor compliance with the covenants.  

Once a loan is given, maintenance covenants are measured, usually at the end of each quarter, 

during the term of the facility.    Maintenance include maintenance of certain leverage ratios, 

capital structure etc.  Maintenance covenants provide protection to credit investors against 

event risk and the management has to weigh the implications of its actions on account of the 

possibility of breach of covenants.   Do not rely on maintenance covenants in other credit 

facilities- those lenders might choose to waive off breaches when they occur for various 
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reasons.   Most common maintenance covenants are the interest cover test and the leverage 

test (Debt to EBITDA).  In covenants that require asset sales to be used for repaying debt, there 

should be a ratchet down clause to prevent the company from re-borrowing to replace the 

repaid loans.   Otherwise debt levels stay the same while the asset base protection available to 

the creditor comes down. 

Incurrence covenants are measured on the occurrence of some event, like the incurrence of 

additional debt etc.   In a deteriorating economic environment, a company is unlikely to incur 

more debt unless it has got into a liquidity trap due to sharp reduction in value of inventory, non 

collection of receivables etc.   In such an environment, the borrowing is more likely to be for 

supplanting working capital problems than for participating in debt financed acquisitions or 

capital expenditure.   Hence usually, they are not as good indicators of trouble ahead as 

maintenance covenants.    However they have a valuable purpose during good times because 

they prevent a company from getting loaded with debt which proves onerous when the tide 

turns.  Incurrence covenants are common to high-yield indentures because the perils of 

increased debt are higher for high yield issuers.  

Breaching covenants of critical revolving credit facilities which provide working capital financing 

can be dangerous as they can put the whole operation of a company at peril.  The lack of access 

to liquidity puts the company on a downward spiral 

Covenants for Bank Capital Instruments

To qualify as bank capital instruments, the hybrid debt instruments of banks and insurance 

companies must not contain any terms, covenants or restrictions that could inhibit the issuer’s 

ability to delay coupon payments in the event of financial difficulty, or restrict the regulator’s 

ability to issue injunctions to conserve capital by not making coupon payments.  There must also 
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be no cross-default clauses in the documentation of such debt instruments of the issuer, linking 

the issuer’s obligations under the instrument to default to another party.   In effect, debt capital 

instruments of banks are covenant-lite debt instruments.

Restrictions on use of Derivatives- A much needed Financial Covenant

Managements have a vested interest in gambling with derivative instruments when all is not 

well on the operations side in the hope that operational deficiencies can be masked by gains 

from derivative trading.  Companies need to use derivatives for hedging various risks.  Hence, 

blanket ban on usage of derivatives will put a company at risk.  Covenants need to specify the 

type of derivatives permitted (it is usually sensible to discourage the use of option like 

instruments) and the risks that can be hedged.  Irrespective of what managements say about 

customized derivative contracts and tailor made solutions, exchange traded derivatives should 

be the only derivatives that creditors should permit.  OTC derivatives, particularly the more 

exotic stuff should be the toys of dice rollers such as hedge funds.

Covenants to keep Managements honest

Covenants must ensure that managements, which have substantial share options, do not 

indulge in short term behavior which drives up stock prices in the short run but hurt the 

creditors in the long run.  Managements must also be prevented from excessive distributions, 

whether in the form of cash, securities which claim cash or share buybacks.  Such covenants are 

necessary to ensure that there are no avoidable disputes between shareholders and creditors. 

The nature of “change of control” covenants is very much a function of the company and 

industry involved.  Rather than formula based change of control covenants, a common sense 

approach is recommended wherein the creditor permits actions as long as they do not impinge 

on credit quality.  Managements which have golden parachutes in place whenever an M&A 
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transaction happens must be kept within the narrow path by putting in place clauses that 

restrict mergers without creditor permission.  Similarly, sale of assets, particularly the sale of 

assets followed by high dividend payouts must be prevented.    Assets sales should be used to 

pay down debt.    Sale and lease back transactions have to be discouraged because it transfers 

assets available to the current unsecured lenders to the new secured lender (the counterparty 

in the sale and leaseback transaction).   

Change of control covenants need to specify which entities are permitted to take control. 

Change of control covenant might be triggered upon sale, lease or transfer of substantial 

amount of assets, acquisition of more than 50% of voting rights by an entity other than 

permitted holders, or if after an IPO, the continuing directors cease to be a majority on the 

board etc.    

Loan Commitments for Acquisition Financing

Lenders need to give commitment letters to borrowers for transactions such as acquisition 

financing. We have been quite circumspect about acquisition financing.  However, a blanket 

avoidance of such financing makes no sense for an entity in the lending business.  Acquisition 

financing, despite the fact that most acquisitions are failures, is a fact of life.  The lender’s role is 

to ensure that as much of the risks of the transaction are transferred to the shareholders of the 

acquirer.  If an acquisition is made at the middle of an equity bubble, the lender should ensure 

that the debt equity ratio of the financing is substantially loaded towards equity.  The lender to 

an acquisition bridge financing should analyze the transaction as if he were lending for a long 

tenure.  The probability that a transaction might not be able to refinance is not small. 

Unfortunately, when an equity bubble is underway, a credit bubble goes hand in hand.  In fact, 

chances are the credit bubble caused the equity bubble.  In those circumstances, lenders usually 
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have low bargaining power on how an acquisition should be structured.    The only course for 

the lender, if he does not want to take substantial write downs a few years down the line, is to 

lend only to the few deals that make sense and let the rest go.  Yes, that would result in loss of 

market share and prominence during the bubble years.  But the lender can recover market share 

and some more once the bubble bursts and the castles come crashing down.  Wells Fargo lost 

substantial market share in the residential mortgage financing market when it chose to keep 

away from the market rather than participate in foolish financing structures that did not make 

sense.     It ceded market share in dud loans to other lenders, who took write downs a few years 

down the line.  There is simply no alternative to saying no to egregious lending practices, if the 

loan officer wants to do the right thing by his employer.

One of the most dangerous practices that came into existence during the credit mania of 2006 

was the weakened conditions of the commitment letters given by lenders for acquisition 

financing.  The conditions under which lenders could back out of transactions were substantially 

diluted.  The covenants of the funding were also terrible.  And the pricing of funding made sense 

only in a dope induced dream.  

Market out clause is a clause in a lending/commitment agreement that permit the lender to 

cancel an agreement for specific reasons without a penalty.  Again, as with material adverse 

change, backing out of a commitment for conditions not related to borrower fraud, does not 

seem to do justice to the integrity of the lending function.   

We don’t think highly of the material adverse change clause, if the adverse change refers to 

external business or market conditions.  All loans have to be given after having been stress 

tested for material adverse changes in the economic conditions.  Merely because the adverse 

change happened sooner than later does not seem to be a good enough excuse.  Nor is material 
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adverse change of the borrower an acceptable excuse to back out- the credit approval should 

have been based on the analysis that the borrower would be able to service the loans even 

under adverse conditions.  The only material adverse change a lender of integrity would invoke 

is if there had been a fraud at the borrower’s end or if there has been any misrepresentation by 

the borrower.   So dilution of the material adverse change clause during the credit mania was 

not worrisome if the lender had done an honest credit analysis.

Market flex provisions provide lenders with the option to increase the pricing of loans later “if 

the lender determines that such changes are advisable to insure a successful syndication of the 

loan facilities”.  This makes sense to the extent that other lenders might not be willing to 

participate in the syndication at lower rates.  During the bubble years, this variation permitted in 

the loan pricing was substantially diluted.

Also during the bubble years the commitment duration of acquisition financing commitments 

kept getting longer.  Historically most commitment letters were valid for about 6 months. 

Again, we are sanguine about the dilution of this clause.  Just as in the material adverse change 

clause, a creditor who has done an honest job of his analysis should not be too worried.  True, 

the lender has given a valuable option to the potential borrower- the best course for the lender 

would be to bargain for a higher fee.

Covenant-lite Loans benefit None

We would define a covenant- lite loan as S&P does- loans with no maintenance financial 

covenants such as maximum leverage, minimum fixed charge coverage ratio and total debt 

limitations (though we are a bit dubious on the earnings driven Debt to EBITDA covenant).  It is 

accepted wisdom that covenant-lite loans are beneficial to the borrower.  While it makes sense 

for a borrower to ask for covenant lite loans during credit excesses, the borrowers would do 
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well to have a plan in mind to satisfy stringent covenants.  What if, when the loans have to be 

refinanced, the market conditions have tightened requiring the satisfaction of stringent 

covenants?   If the borrower had been disciplined all along, demands for stringent covenants by 

the lender would not impact the company in a substantial way.  So the covenant- lite norms 

should be used by a borrower only for providing maximum flexibility- not as an encouragement 

for loose behavior.

And for a lender, covenant-lite never makes sense.  It is better for a lender to sit out such 

periods of excesses, which also happen to be periods when risk is not correctly estimated. 

Secured facilities also might not be as well collateralized as perceived because in a bubble 

environment asset prices are overstated.  Covenant- lite loans delay the lender’s ability to take 

corrective action, which reduces recovery if the loan does turn turtle.   However, it must be 

emphasized that covenants, whether heavy or lite, can provide only limited protection from bad 

credit decisions, which is usually the case in leveraged loans for buyouts in an easy credit 

environment.  Covenant-lite and leveraged loans go hand in hand because both are products of 

easy credit conditions.  

Key Takeaways from this Chapter

Creditors, in times of excessive optimism, do not pay as much attention to management quality 

as they should.  In bad times, bad management is weeded out by the companies themselves. 

But it is in good times that loans are made which come back to haunt the lender.  Loans made 

during bad times tend to perform well on account of disciplined loan underwriting as well as due 

to the fact that if the company is doing well during bad times, its earnings can only improve 

once the economy turns for the better.
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Ideally one likes to see executives who have grown with the company run the company. 

Managers parachuted from outside the company have succeeded in the past but the odds are 

stacked against that outcome on account of lack of understanding of the company, its business 

model and its culture.   Such managers tend to be of the “big picture type” with no time for 

details.  Shareholders might want to change management in the hope that one of them will 

deliver the outsized returns they seek.  This betting on the jockey might make sense for 

shareholders but creditors live or perish based on the horse’s ability to run irrespective of who 

the jockey is.

Management being upright and forthright is of foremost importance.  Managements lacking 

integrity are likely in indulge in behavior which boosts short term earnings at the cost of 

weakening the balance sheet and weakening the credit story.  Aggressive accounting is a clear 

indicator of lack of integrity.  Integrity is particularly important in the financial services 

companies such as banks, non bank finance companies and insurance companies.  In these 

industries, it is possible to hide bad news for a substantial period of time through overvaluation 

of assets or undervaluation of liabilities.  Concomitant with integrity is competence.  There is no 

way a creditor can assess if a new executive is competent or not other than looking at his past. 

But in business, past success in a different company or industry does not guarantee success in 

future.  Past success might have been in companies with strong culture, systems and processes 

which limit the damage potential of a single individual.  

Excessively shareholder friendly managements can put creditors in a soup.  Managers who 

frequently buy back their own shares or buy other companies with debt are a menace. 

Managers who display hubris by getting into battles with regulators and governments are no 

good for any stakeholder. Hubris is what causes managers to overpay for assets and causes 

them to hog the limelight by being visible frequently in public for all the wrong reasons.  Clever 
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by half management also tend to be unfriendly to creditor interests.  These are people who 

resort to derivative based strategies for securing excess returns.  Initially, when some money is 

made, the managers think that anything they touch would turn into gold and try strategies with 

even more leverage until disaster strikes.

You don’t want to be associated with management which gets into disputes with auditors.  One 

must look at the reputation of the audit partner who led the audit.  Auditors who are 

disproportionably small compared to the companies they audit usually means that the company 

does not want an honest audit done.  Auditors’ conflicts of interest are increasingly illegal in 

most dominions- but one should check if there are indirect conflicts of interest.         

Covenants help creditors ensure that managements do not take too much risk, either on the 

business side through actions such as imprudent acquisitions, unrelated diversifications, asset 

sales etc or on the financing side such as through share buy backs, excessive dividend payout 

etc.  Covenants are the only leeway a creditor has after loan draw down by the borrower. 

Earnings based covenants are not useful as these force borrowers to try their hand at 

manipulating the earnings numbers so that covenants are not breached.  Covenant design 

should be specific to a borrower and application of mind is required on what covenants are 

necessary for a particular borrower and what covenants act as hindrances to the company 

executing its business plans.

Incurrence covenants are measured on the occurrence of an event such as contracting more 

debt and are designed to prevent a company from getting excessively leveraged.  Maintenance 

based covenants require management to operate in such a way so as to not breach some 

financial ratios such as the interest coverage ratio etc.  Affirmative covenants prescribe tasks for 

the borrower during the life of a loan such as reporting of financials to the lender.  Negative 
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covenants are required to ensure that managements do not take excessively shareholder 

friendly measures such as share buy backs, high dividend payouts etc without lender permission. 

We recommend that lenders put in their loan agreements a “derivatives covenant”, that clearly 

prescribe the purposes for which derivatives can be purchased and the instruments that can be 

used. 
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